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Executive summary
The Automotive industry services, repairs, manufactures and sells motor vehicles, motor
vehicle parts and tools, and related vehicles and equipment such as bicycles, marine vehicles
and outdoor power equipment. Each year the sector contributes approximately $37 billion to
the Australian economy and currently employs over 356,000 workers.1 The Automotive
Manufacturing (AUM) and Automotive Retail, Service and Repair Training Package (AUR)
Training Package provide the competency standards for learners working, or seeking work,
in the sector.
PwC’s Skills for Australia and the Automotive Industry Reference Committees (IRCs) have
undertaken, and continue to undertake, projects to address new and emerging skills needs in
the Automotive industry. In addition to these, this proposed schedule of work for 2019-20
sets out the following projects:


Vehicle body repair, which proposes to update training products to address evolving
skills needs for Body Repair Technicians, Vehicle Body Builders, Insurance Loss
Assessors and Vehicle Trimmers, due to the impact of new technologies, such as
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) and paintless dent repair (PDR).2



Outdoor power, which proposes to update training products in response to changing
skills needs for Mechanic’s Assistants and Small Engine Mechanics, due to advances in
battery-powered equipment and robotics.3



Sales and administration, which proposes to update training products to address
evolving skills needs for Sales and Admin Workers and Motor Vehicle or Caravan
Salespeople, due to the growth of online car sales.4



Assessment of underutilised qualifications, which proposes to address low uptake
of existing training products for various bicycles, light vehicle and motorsports job roles,
due to changes in both technology and industry standards for workplace tasks.
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Skills forecast

Sector overview

1

Sector overview

1.1

Industry overview

The Automotive industry encompasses a broad range of businesses involved in servicing, repairing,
manufacturing, wholesaling and retailing motor vehicles. Because of this broad range of activities, all
households, businesses and organisations interact with the sector in some way, shape or form. The
sector also comprises motor vehicle parts and tools businesses as well as businesses that retail, service
and repair bicycles, marine vehicles and outdoor power equipment. Research suggests that the
Automotive industry contributes $37 billion to the Australian economy or around 2.1 per cent of GDP.5
As at May 2018, the sector employs over 356,000 Australians.6
Market share concentration in the Automotive industry is low, as the majority of businesses are
small-to-medium enterprises that only account for a small percentage of market share. 7 Of the smallest
businesses, like local garages, many are owner-operators. Larger businesses, such as motor vehicle
wholesalers and retailers, are multinational corporations including Toyota, Hyundai and GM Holden.
Some small businesses may be aligned to larger businesses, such as original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs), through franchise or other arrangements.8

1.1.1 Sectors
For the purposes of this report, the Automotive sectors have been grouped according to the relevant
Industry Reference Committee (IRC), as below.
Automotive Light Vehicle IRC
 Automotive electrical. Workers in this sector install, service, repair and overhaul electrical
systems and components in light vehicles and machinery.


Light vehicle mechanical. Workers in this sector service and repair light vehicles. This typically
comprises inspect and service activities along with fault diagnosis and component repair and
replacement.



Mass passenger vehicle manufacturing. Workers in this sector mass manufacture passenger
motor vehicles and associated parts and accessories. While parts and accessories manufacturing
operations remain, mass passenger vehicle manufacturing operations ceased in Australia in late
2017.

Automotive Heavy Vehicle IRC
 Heavy vehicle mechanical. Workers in this sector service and repair heavy vehicles across
various fields, including mobile plant machinery (i.e., mining and construction); heavy commercial
vehicles (i.e., road transport); and agricultural machinery.


Heavy vehicle manufacturing. Workers in this sector manufacture buses, trucks, vehicle
bodies and trailers.

Automotive Vehicle Body Repair IRC
 Vehicle body repair. Workers in this sector engage in activities such as vehicle body repair,
vehicle refinishing, automotive glazing and automotive trimming.
Automotive Allied IRC
 Outdoor power equipment. Workers in this sector sell, service and repair outdoor power
equipment, including lawnmowers, chainsaws, concrete polishers, brush-cutters, jack hammers,
generators and pressure pumps.
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Marine. Workers engaging in this sector service and repair small commercial vessels and
recreational vessels up to 100 feet long.



Motorcycles. Workers in this sector sell, service and repair motorcycles, scooters and all-terrain
vehicles (ATV), as well as associated parts and accessories.



Bicycles. Workers in this sector sell, service and repair bicycles, parts and accessories.



Sales, parts, administration and management. Workers in this sector buy and sell vehicles
and parts, and administer and manage businesses in the automotive industry.

Automotive Strategic IRC
 Automotive cross sector. The Automotive Strategic IRC sets the direction for qualifications
that are aimed at job roles which do not align to any of the above sectors, including for vocational
preparation.

1.2

The Training Packages at a glance

There are two Training Packages that contain qualifications and units of competency (UoCs) relevant
to the Automotive industry: Automotive Manufacturing (AUM) and Automotive Retail, Service and
Repair Training Package (AUR). There are currently seven qualifications in the AUM Training Package
and 57 qualifications in the AUR Training Package.

1.2.1

Training Package description and use

Of the 4.2 million learners enrolled in VET qualifications in 2017, over 500 were enrolled in AUM
qualifications and over 69,000 learners enrolled in the AUR qualifications, just less than two per cent
of all enrolled learners.9 While AUM enrolment levels declined by 11 per cent year-on-year, enrolments
in AUR grew over 25 per cent.10 As of 2017, research suggests that just under half of all Automotive
businesses (48.4 per cent) engage in the VET system through the hiring of apprentices. 11
Figure 1 shows that in 2017, AUM and AUR enrolments are concentrated among qualifications aligned
with the light vehicle, mechanical, and heavy vehicle mechanical sectors, together with cross sector
qualifications. Figure 2 shows that this concentration is in a few key qualifications, with the top five
qualifications accounting for 65 per cent of all AUR and AUM enrolments in 2017.12 Certificate III in
Light Vehicle Mechanical Technology alone comprises 30 per cent of all AUR and AUM enrolments.13
Figure 1: Automotive enrolments in 2017 by qualification and sector
Qualification
Cert. I

Cert. II

Cert. III

Cert. IV

Dip.

Automotive electrical

-

425

2,995

40

-

Light vehicle mechanical

-

8,345

21,095

40

-

Passenger vehicle manufacturing

-

40

-

-

-

Heavy vehicle mechanical

-

-

10,410

-

-

Heavy vehicle manufacturing

-

25

460

-

-

Vehicle body repairs

-

480

4,915

80

-

Outdoor power equipment

-

205

380

-

-

Marine

-

25

510

-

-

Motorcycles

-

-

875

-

-

Bicycles

-

45

90

-

-

Sales, parts, administration &
management

-

15

2,465

35

250

Cross sector
1,525
11,230
1,770
790
Source: NCVER (2018) Total VET activity 2017
Note: Each sector may have more than one qualification at each level, please see Appendix B for a full list of enrolments in AUM
and AUR qualifications in 2017.
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Figure 2: Top 10 Automotive qualifications in 2017 by number of enrolments
20,665

Certificate III in Light Vehicle Mechanical Technology

11,230

Certificate II in Automotive Vocational Preparation

5,930

Certificate III in Heavy Commercial Vehicle Mechanical Technology

4,250

Certificate II in Automotive Servicing Technology

3,310

Certificate III in Mobile Plant Technology

2,995

Certificate III in Automotive Electrical Technology
Certificate III in Automotive Sales

2,430

Certificate III in Automotive Body Repair Technology

2,305

Certificate II in Automotive Air Conditioning Technology

2,220

Certificate III in Automotive Refinishing Technology

2,080
12,145

All other AUM and AUR qualifcations

-

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

Source: NCVER (2018) Total VET activity 2017

1.2.2 Challenges and opportunities with the Training Packages
Based on our analysis and industry consultation to date, there are three key opportunities and
challenges for employers and learners in the Automotive industry, as follows.
Outdated public perceptions may be discouraging enrolments
Outdated perceptions of work in the sector are continuing to constrain the supply of quality
Automotive learners, according to employers. Industry feedback suggests that the potential pool of
learners largely view these Automotive job roles as highly manual, labour intensive and not requiring
higher order thinking. However, this has become increasingly untrue over the last decade with the
growing complexity in motor vehicles, components and diagnostic tools, as well as tighter regulatory
standards for service and repair work. In addition, industry suggest this misunderstanding is often
perpetuated by misinformed careers advisors, which likely further discourages potential learners from
engaging in training in the sector.
Employers remain dissatisfied with diagnostics skills training
For employers, diagnostic skills present both a challenge and an opportunity for the Training Package.
Across the sector, employers continue to report inconsistent diagnostics skills among graduates who
have completed Certificate III-level qualifications.14 By and large, industry feedback indicates that this
is because learners lack:
 The underlying skills required to be a good diagnostician, such as logical thinking, digital literacy,
technical writing and qualitative and quantitative reasoning. The skills can be difficult to teach
within the apprenticeship structure, given the high volume of technical training required for the
apprenticeship.
 Sufficient opportunities to practice diagnosis skills in the workplace, given the technician jobs will
typically be secured by workers who can complete tasks the quickest.
To address this industry feedback, there is opportunity for the Training Package to increase its focus
on building and developing the abovementioned underlying capabilities in learners. This focus,
coupled with increased opportunities for practical diagnosis tasks, may help ensure learners are wellequipped to perform higher order diagnostic tasks once employed.
AUR learners enjoy high levels of full time employment, relative to all VET graduates
Relatively strong learner and employer engagement presents an opportunity for the Training Package.
Learners enrolled in the AUR Training Package appear to have greater job certainty relative to their
peers enrolled in other Packages. Of recent graduates, survey data suggests 83.5 per cent were in
employment by May 2018 (compared to 44.1 per cent of all VET graduates).15 This is likely because the
majority of learners will be employed as soon as they enrol into the qualification, given the
apprenticeship structure.
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Strong employment prospects appear to be supported by highly positive Training Package feedback
from learners, with 74.1 per cent 2017 AUR graduates stating that their employment status was
improved after training (compared to 59.3 of all VET graduates).16 Furthermore, 94.5 per cent of AUR
graduates expressed they achieved their main reason for undertaking training (compared to
84.1 per cent of all VET graduates).17

1.2.3 Training Package collaboration opportunities
The Australian Industry and Skills Committee (AISC) has identified several cross sector skill areas
where opportunities exist to create flexible and transferable package components that will benefit
industry, learners and the broader VET sector. These include projects such as: teamwork and
communication, digital skills, cyber security and consumer engagement through online and social media.
Many of the current cross sector projects have some effect on the AUM and AUR Training Packages,
depending on sector. Where applicable, these are set out in the context of the projects in the proposed
schedule of work. PwC’s Skills for Australia and the automotive IRCs will continue to look for, and
participate in, opportunities for collaboration across industries where available.
By way of example, skills from the cyber security cross sector project may be applicable for technician
roles, to ensure that best practices are followed when using diagnostic computer equipment that requires
access to motor vehicles’ systems. Cyber security and big data skills may also be relevant more generally
in the Automotive industry, such as in sales and administration roles, where handling sensitive customer
data will require knowledge of evolving data protection laws and best practices.
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2 Employment and
skills outlook overview
2.1

Employment outlook

Consistent with previous Industry Skills Forecasts, employment projections for the Automotive
industry are represented by a range of industry divisions (as defined by ANZSIC) in which Automotive
workers may typically be employed, as below.
It is important to note that this outlook shows current and forecast actual employment, not skills
demand. By showing just the number of people employed, this may mask areas where employers are
demanding labour and skills, but there is a gap between that demand and what labour is supplied in
the market by potential workers. The Automotive IRCs believe the industry is experiencing a sustained
skills shortage, which is not reflected in statistics which solely show the number of people actually
employed. The factors contributing to this skills shortage are:
 Perceptions of industry preventing people from considering a career in the automotive industry
(discussed in the previous section)
 Skills shortages across many industry sectors
 Immigration and skills shortage visa list restricting recruitment of international talent.
If these factors continue over the next five years, this skills shortage may remain in the industry,
despite forecast growth or contraction in actual employment.
Figure 3: Projected employment levels for Automotive industry divisions
Projected employment in
May 2023 (‘000)

Projected employment change from May 2018 (‘000)

Automotive Repair and
Maintenance

150.08

Motor Vehicle Retailing
Fuel Retailing

76.48

32.79

Motor Vehicle Parts and
Tyre Retailing

29.69

Motor Vehicle and Transport
Equipment Rental and Hiring

16.71
10.41

+0%
2.60

40.73

Motor Vehicle and Motor
Vehicle Part Manufacturing

Motor Vehicle and Motor
Vehicle Parts Wholesaling

0.55

0.03

+4%
+0%
-5%

(1.70)
0.16
(0.81)
(0.02)

+1%
-5%
+0%

Source: Department of Jobs and Small Business (2018) 2018 Industry Projections – five years to May 2023

The Automotive IRCs note that estimating and forecasting employment is particularly difficult for the
Automotive industry due to the wide variety of roles within the sector. It is noted that the
abovementioned industry subdivisions may not encompass all job roles in the sector. Furthermore, the
industry subdivisions may include job roles not relevant to the AUM and AUR Training Packages, such
as job roles in the Fuel Retailing industry subdivision.
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2.2

Skills outlook

2.2.1 Current and emerging skills needs
In general, a worker in the automotive industry will need two specific sets of skills – technical and
enterprise. An effective worker will require both these sets of skills in conjunction with each other.
These skills are as follows:
 Technical skills, which are skills specific to ‘what’ tasks a worker does. Most technical roles in the
sector require diagnosis, analysis, evaluation, design and modification, and these skills are
generally transferable across the industry. These skills will generally fall on a spectrum, depending
on the level of prior learning and experience required for a job role. For instance, a more junior
technician may only be expected to perform more elementary ‘inspect and service’ tasks, while
those at a more senior level will likely be expected to undertake more advanced ‘diagnose and
repair’ work. The following examples illustrate how skill sets may vary depending on the system
being operated on:
– Motor vehicle engines service and repair requires skills such as detecting and diagnosing faults
in engines and parts; dismantling and removing engine assemblies, transmissions, steering
mechanisms; repairing and replacing worn and defective parts and reassembling mechanical
components with reference to service manuals as needed; reassembling engines and parts after
being repaired; testing and adjusting mechanical parts; and diagnosing and testing parts with
the assistance of computers.18
– Service and repair of motor vehicles requires skills such as using test equipment to locate
electrical and electronic malfunctions; dismantling and removing electrical and electronic
assemblies and components; installing electrical equipment and electronic components in
motor vehicles; connecting power-operated vehicle equipment and accessories to power supply;
adjusting engine control systems and timing; testing and replacing defective alternators,
generators, voltage regulators and starter motors; and repairing and replacing faulty ignition
and electrical wiring.19
 Enterprise skills, such as teamwork, communication, problem solving, and work health and
safety skills that are about ‘how’ a worker operates in the workplace. These skills are generally
transferable across roles in the Automotive industry and other industries.
Due to the consistent change and evolution of technology in the sector (covered in more detail in
Section 3), the technical skills required to keep pace are a key focus for the sector. In particular,
industry consultation and previous research indicate significant skills demand for fault diagnosis and
mechanical and electrical repair of modern vehicle systems, including semi-automatic driving
technologies such as park assist, lane departure warning and autonomous emergency braking. 20
These technical skills will be a core part of ongoing work on the Training Package and PwC’s Skills for
Australia and the Automotive IRCs intend to continue to consult with industry to understand emerging
skills.

2.2.2 Key generic skills
In addition to skill priorities identified in this section, the Automotive IRCs are required to rank a
supplied list of 12 generic workforce skills in order of importance to relevant employers. These skills
have been ranked below in Figure 4.
The Automotive IRCs note that all skills listed in Figure 4 are important. Low ranking does not
necessarily imply that the skill is not important; rather, only that these skills may not be critical
priorities for employers in the sector. The IRCs further note that rankings are not necessarily related to
gaps in the AUM and AUR Training Package, nor current or future projects.
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Figure 4: Ranking of key generic workforce skills by IRC
Light
Vehicle
IRC

Heavy
Vehicle
IRC

Vehicle
Body
Repair IRC

Allied IRC

Strategic
IRC

Technology use and application

1

5

4

2

1

Language, literacy and numeracy (LLN)

2

1

3

1

7

3

3

1

4

6

5

8

2

3

2

6

4

5

5

3

Science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM)

4

2

6

7

8

Data analysis

7

6

7

8

4

Customer service/Marketing

9

7

8

6

11

Managerial/Leadership

11

10

11

10

5

Financial

8

11

9

9

10

Environmental and sustainability

10

9

10

12

9

Generic Workforce Skill

Design mindset/Thinking critically/System
thinking/Solving problems
Communication/Collaboration including virtual
collaboration/Social intelligence
Learning agility/Information literacy/Intellectual
autonomy and self-management

Entrepreneurial
12
12
12
11
Source: Formal IRC activities
Note: Generic Workforce Skills have been ranked in line with the definitions provided by the Department of Education and
Training.
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3 Key drivers for change and
proposed responses
3.1

Key drivers for change overview

There are three key drivers underpinning long-term change in Australia’s Automotive industry.

3.1.1

Evolving economic environment

Structural changes in the Australian Automotive industry and the broader economy continue to shape
the demand for labour. As a result, skills that facilitate flexibility and lateral thinking will likely become
more valuable for learners looking to secure employment in a changing economic landscape.
Smaller businesses in particular are facing increased competitive pressures
Industry consultation suggests that a confluence of industry challenges are being felt by smaller, often
independent, businesses in the sector. Among these challenges, the following three are particularly
significant:
 Increased equipment costs as technology evolves. Industry reports that advances in
technology are increasing the rate of equipment purchases and upgrades. This can be particularly
challenging for small business, as it more difficult to absorb these costs. Due to these cost
pressures, consultation indicates that these businesses may be less likely to hire or invest in
upskilling programs for existing staff.
 Access to technical repair information. Industry continue to report that access to OEM
information is a major challenge for independent businesses in the sector. Typically, this issue
occurs where OEMs and affiliated dealerships are reluctant to share important product
documentation with independent service and repair businesses, which is required to undertake
associated work.21 This is particularly acute for more recent models, and can mean that
independent businesses are either unable to service these models (making them less competitive)
or must do so without important information (leaving them open to liability).
 Prevailing skills shortages. As set out in the previous section, the employers in the industry
report they are not able to access the skills they demand. This may be especially true for small
businesses that are most impacted by the outdated perceptions of their work and experience the
most competition for labour from other sectors also demanding more skills than they can access.
Overall, these competitive pressures are impacting the ability of small, independent businesses to
recruit and upskill their workforces, and to stay relevant and reliable as technology evolves.
Sustained industry activity is driving demand for commercial vehicles
Increased economic activity from key users of commercial vehicles, such as construction and mining,
has lead to increased commercial vehicle utilisation. This in turn supports demand for commercial
vehicle-related sectors, such as service and repair.
In the construction sector, work levels are high and are likely to remain steady over the near term.22
While subdued property prices will likely soften multi-apartment building work over the next few
years, civil and commercial construction activity is anticipated to remain strong due the steady
pipeline of large construction projects in Australia’s major cities.23 This will likely continue to
stimulate demand for commercial vehicle purchases and utilisation.
Mining and heavy industry construction work is forecast increase over the near term.24 This is
supported by a steady increase in short term and long term expected expenditure levels for mining
equipment, plant and machinery over recent years.25 This expected uplift may increase utilisation of
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mobile plant machinery over the near term, and in turn demand for associated service and repair
work.
Furthermore, growth is apparent in heavy road transport. In 2018 motor vehicle census data marked
light rigid truck as the fastest-growing vehicle type, with year-on-year growth of 5.1 per cent.26 This is
consistent with high year-on-year growth rates recorded for the light rigid trucks in 2016 and 2017,
relative to other vehicle types.27
By and large, if healthy levels of economic activity persist, particularly in construction, it is likely that
commercial vehicle utilisation will be high over the next few years. To ensure Australia’s heavy vehicle
fleet is fit to meet industry needs, it is likely that jobs and skills demand in heavy vehicle-related
sectors will be strong over coming years.

3.1.2 Changing technology
New technologies are changing the nature of motor vehicles, how motor vehicles are repaired and
serviced, and how businesses interact with their suppliers and customers. To keep pace, the
Automotive workforce must become more digitally literate and invest in advanced diagnostic and
cognitive skills.
Motor vehicles are becoming more complex as their share of electronic components increases
Research suggests that by 2019, electronic components may account for up to 20 per cent of a car’s
value, up from only 13 per cent in 2015.28 The increased share of electronic components has also been
supported by industry feedback. For example, feedback in recent years indicates that:


the share of passenger vehicles fitted with electronic engines, braking and steering systems is
steadily increasing



motor vehicles are incorporating more autonomous technologies to improve safety, such as
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) that employ lane departure warnings and adaptive
cruise control to help drivers avoid potential threats on the road



novel technologies that improve user experience are emerging within passenger vehicle, such as
haptic sensors, 3D laminated glass and augmented reality heads up displays



incremental innovation is being observed across more traditional aspects of motor vehicles, such
as paints and batteries



bicycles and marine vehicles are moving towards wireless gear shifting and throttles, respectively



improvement in lithium ion batteries has increased the share of autonomous lawn mowers and
electric bicycles



new refrigerants, oils, and sophisticated compressors in modern refrigerators.

Over the next decade, it has been predicted that the time required between motor vehicle R&D and the
point of production will likely shrink from the current three to five years down to two years, to keep
pace with technological changes.29 This indicates that pace of technological change in the Automotive
industry will likely be faster than ever before. To prepare for this change, the Automotive workforce
will have to continually up-skill and re-skill to remain abreast of the latest technology in motor
vehicles. For learners, having a strong foundation of diagnostic and cognitive skills will likely support
them in this process.
Service and repair roles are becoming more sophisticated
As motor vehicles become more advanced, the diagnostic equipment used to maintain them also
progresses. In particular, industry feedback suggests that the use of remote and on-board diagnostics
is widespread. This means there are more systems which individuals in service and repairs roles must
work with, and these systems are required to be increasingly interconnected. Additionally, industry
indicates that software platforms are becoming increasingly relevant in managing inventory, recording
vehicle service history and sharing vehicle data between affiliated dealerships. This means industry is
Automotive
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demanding more specialised knowledge and broader understanding of how electrical, mechanical and
digital elements interact with one another. This increasing complexity may be leading to a need for
high order skills, rather than these roles being undertaken by apprentices.
Relationships with suppliers and customers are becoming more digital
Sales and administration staff, as well as technicians, are increasing their uptake of off-the-shelf
software platforms to manage their business. Many of these platforms, such as MechanicDesk,
iBodyshop and MyTrucking, can be integrated with popular accounting, supplier management and
point of sales systems to provide an all-in-one solution for running Automotive businesses.
Increasingly, shopfronts are adopting digital technologies to engage and service customers. Online
catalogues replacing large dealerships and augmented reality demonstrations supplementing physical
test drives are key examples of how this is already occurring. Consumer research in July 2018 suggests
that 34 per cent of Australians are willing to buy a car entirely online. 30

3.1.3 Shifting consumer preferences
The composition of the Australian motor vehicle fleet appears to be steadily shifting as consumer
preferences evolve. For the automotive workforce to remain relevant, it must adaptquickly to address
these developments.
Australians are demanding larger, greener and more fuel-efficient cars
Environmental impact, fuel economy and value for money are increasingly characterising car purchase
decisions among Australian consumers. In particular, two key trends appear to be emerging:
 Hybrid and electric vehicles are becoming increasingly attractive alternatives to
conventional vehicles. As at July 2018, consumer research indicates that the majority
(52 per cent) of Australians aged 18 and over would ‘seriously consider buying’ a hybrid vehicle,
representing a rise since previous survey results.31 Furthermore, survey results suggest over 60 per
cent of Australians are willing to pay more for a car with ‘zero emissions’, supporting that
environmental consciousness is a factor in car purchases. 32 While there has been notable policy
uncertainty surrounding hybrid and electric vehicles in Australia, in February 2019 Infrastructure
Australia identified a national electric vehicle fast-charging network as a High Priority Initiative.33
This initiative, if realised – together with more targeted policies and incentives – will likely
stimulate more widespread demand for hybrid and electric vehicles.
 SUVs are becoming more popular, particularly among baby boomers. Of surveyed
Australians intending to purchase a vehicle in the next four years, 623,000 intend to buy
SUV/4WD models, up 33 per cent year-on-year from April 2017.34 While purchasing intentions for
four- and five-door vehicles remain high, they have declined year-on-year by 18 per cent and
36 per cent, respectively.35 This trend is likely being supported by stronger SUV demand from baby
boomers. For example, survey results suggest almost 38 per cent of baby boomers in the market for
a new car are looking to buy a SUV – up from less than 16 per cent a decade ago.36
As consumer preferences evolve, so too will the fleet of vehicles requiring service and repairs. For
technicians to succeed, they too must ensure their skill-sets also evolve to sufficiently diagnose, service
and repair all types of vehicles on the road.
More variety in transport options is transforming the way Australians use cars
Anecdotally, car ownership has become a less desirable financial goal for Australians over recent years,
particularly among millennials living in metropolitan areas. This has been supported by the increasing
availability of car-sharing and ridesharing services in Australia’s major cities. Survey data in 2017
indicates the majority of Australians living in Melbourne (56 per cent) and Sydney (55 per cent) are
now aware of car-sharing services such as Go-Get and Flexi-Car.37 For car owners engaging in carsharing, their vehicles are significantly more utilised on a day-to-day basis, and therefore requiring
repair and servicing more frequently. As at December 2017, survey data indicates 3.7 million
Australians had used Uber over the previous three months – up from under one million less than two
years prior.38 For Australians living in major cities, the diversity of transport options is also greater
than ever before. For example, easy access to bicycles and electric bicycles has been greatly improved
due to the influx of dockless bike companies such as Mobike and LimeBike. Overall, increased
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utilisation of cars, bikes and electric bicycles supports demand for repair and servicing jobs and skills
in metropolitan areas.
Vehicle servicing frequency is decreasing and competition is intensifying
Since November 2007, the proportion of drivers requiring repairing or servicing for their primary
vehicle two or fewer times a year has steadily risen from 70 per cent to 82 per cent.39 Largely driven by
improved vehicle reliability, this trend will likely persist as technology improves, vehicle utilisation
decreases, and the Australian fleet transitions from petrol and diesel vehicles toward hybrid and
electric ones. This trend is also intensifying competition between dealer-run service centres and
independent businesses. While the former remains the preferred option for vehicles under five years of
age, new research suggests little variation in driver satisfaction between the two types of service
centres.40 As competition intensifies for service and repair work, commercial acumen and
sophisticated relationship management skills will be become more and more important for owners and
operators alike. For dealerships in particular, servicing remains a key avenue through which customer
relationships are built and maintained.

3.2

Proposed responses

PwC’s Skills for Australia works in an ongoing manner to ensure that training provided in the AUR and
AUM Training Packages is fit for purpose and that workers in the Automotive industry have the skills
required to adapt to these key drivers of change. Alongside the responses already underway (set out in
Section 5), this document proposes responses for the training components that are not yet adapted to
these trends.
In particular, this document sets out proposed responses in four areas:


Assessment of underutilised qualifications, which analyses how changes in both technology
and industry methods for workplace tasks have affected the bicycle, light vehicle and motorsport
industries and how training product development may be able to address low uptake of existing
training products for these job roles.



Vehicle body repair, which addresses the impact of new technologies, such as advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS) and paintless dent repair (PDR) on work carried out by Body Repair
Technicians, Vehicle Body Builders, Insurance Loss Assessors and Vehicle Trimmers.41



Outdoor power, which addresses how advances in battery-powered and autonomous equipment
have shaped skills needs for Mechanic’s Assistants and Small Engine Mechanics. 42



Sales and administration, which responds to the growth of online car sales and its impact on
the way Sales and Admin Workers and Motor Vehicle or Caravan Salespeople sell automotive
products.43

The consultation undertaken for the formulation of proposed responses is shown in Section 4 and the
details for each project are set out in Section 6.
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4 Consultation undertaken
Approach to consultation for proposed responses
Consultation on this Industry Skills Forecast was targeted to the four areas of proposed responses and
include views from industry, peak bodies, training organisations, employee associations and other
relevant stakeholders.
Throughout the development of the 2019-20 Proposed Schedule of Work, individuals were consulted
in person, via telephone interviews, group teleconferences, focus groups and an online public survey.
The consultations so far have covered the following areas within the Automotive industry:


Assessment of underutilised qualifications (43 individuals consulted including 14 in
motorsport, 11 in bicycles and 18 in light vehicles)



Outdoor power (5 individuals consulted)



Sales and administration (19 individuals consulted)



Vehicle body repair (13 individuals consulted).

Please see Appendix C for further detail on consultation and a list of stakeholders consulted to date
during the development of the 2019-20 proposed projects, including spread across states and
territories and stakeholder type. It is noted that the number of potential consultees may be lower in
some areas, such as bicycles, motorsports and outdoor power, due to their small size relative to the
overall Automotive industry.
Key issues and sensitivities from consultation
‘Industry’ opinions in the project details in Section 6 refer to views raised and validated in
consultations outlined above. It is acknowledged that additional consultation will be conducted in
future project work to confirm that these opinions are largely agreed upon by a broader group of
stakeholders and to determine specific changes required in the Training Package.
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5 Proposed Schedule of Work
overview
PwC’s Skills for Australia is currently undergoing a number of projects to ensure that training provided
in the AUR and AUM Training Packages is fit for purpose and that workers in the Automotive industry
have the skills required to adapt to the key drivers for change identified in previous sections.
The currently ongoing projects are:


Vocational preparation, to review the structure and content of entry-level qualifications to
better meet learner and industry needs



Marine mechanical technology, to ensure training is adapted to new technology that is
creating vehicles and systems that are more interconnected and interdependent as well as
changing consumer preferences and increased awareness



Motorcycle mechanical technology, to ensure training is adapted to new technology that is
creating vehicles and systems that are more interconnected and interdependent as well as
changing consumer preferences



Heavy vehicles, to review training across heavy commercial vehicles, heavy commercial trailer,
mobile plant, agricultural mechanical technology and manufacturing to address technological
developments and structural changes in the industry



Light vehicles, to ensure training is adapted to new technology that is creating more advanced
automotive equipment, technology that is creating vehicles and systems that are interconnected
and interdependent, OEM requirements and changing consumer preferences and increased
awareness



Air conditioning, to review training to ensure it is aligned with current job roles, systems and
safety standards as well as address skill gaps in reading wiring diagrams and identifying gases.



Tyre fitting and management, to ensure training meets a need in the industry and is aligned to
the tasks a learner would complete in the workforce



Automotive management, to evaluate training needs in response to increased demand for
automotive managers with customer service, marketing and analytical skills



Advanced qualifications, to review training that is currently underutilised and restructure
advanced specialist electives in to skill sets to provide accessible pathways for experienced
technicians



Vehicle body repair, to ensure training is adapted to new technology that is creating more
advanced automotive materials and equipment, technology that is creating vehicles and systems
that are interconnected and interdependent, OEM requirements and changing consumer
preferences and increased awareness.

Previously completed projects are:


Marine fuel systems, to address the need a for a new UoC to equip marine technicians to work
safely with marine fuel systems
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Multi-combination braking systems, to ensure training adequately equips learners to
understand braking system compatibility in multi-combination heavy commercial vehicles



Vehicle body repair estimator, to ensure training adequately prepares learners to undertake
roles as vehicle repair estimators



Automotive air conditioning, to ensure that the Certificate II in Automotive Air Conditioning
Technology more accurately reflects industry needs



Underbody and wheel alignment training, to update the Certificate III in Automotive
Underbody Technology to ensure it meets industry needs, and develop additional training
pathways for wheel alignment skills



Off-the-road tyres, to update training around inspecting, monitoring and reporting the
condition of off-the-road tyres, to more accurately reflect job roles and industry needs



Bus, truck and trailer manufacturing, to update the Certificate III in Automotive
Manufacturing Technical Operations – Bus, Truck and Trailer, to ensure technical accuracy and
currency and that it is meeting the needs of industry and learners.

Given the scope of this recent and ongoing work, the proposed schedule of work for the next four years
only has proposed projects for 2019-20 (shown below). It is important that both training organisations
and employers have time to understand and implement the changes made in this ongoing work before
any future projects are scheduled. It is also important to note that for projects across the four years
2016-17 to 2019-20, all units of competency in the AUR and AUM Training Packages will have been
reviewed, either through a project (where they are added, revised or removed) or in assessing if they
are relevant for a project (and were found to not require revision or deletion).
However, it is also acknowledged that training needs to be adaptable and flexible. Therefore, if any
significant but unforeseen technological, regulatory or other changes impact the sector, projects may
be proposed for 2020-21 or further years to ensure that training stays relevant.

2019-20

Assessment of underutilised qualifications
Addressing low uptake of existing training in motorsport, bicycles and light vehicles.
Outdoor power
Addressing new and emerging skills needs to service and repair outdoor power
equipment.
Sales and administration
Addressing new and emerging skills needs to sell automotive products and
administer automotive businesses.
Vehicle body repair
Addressing new and emerging skills needs to service and repair automotive vehicle
bodies.
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6 2019-20 Project details
This section serves as the cases for change for projects scheduled in 2019-20. It outlines the key
drivers for change and how they will be reflected in 2019-20 training product development work.

6.1

Assessment of underutilised qualifications

This project addresses the impact of changing technology, evolving economics and shifting consumer
preferences on jobs and skills demand across motorsports, bicycles, and automotive reconditioning,
alternative fuel technology and electrical technology. The proposed scope includes reviewing
2 qualifications and 57 UoCs for amendment, reviewing 4 qualifications for deletion, and developing
4 new UoCs and 8 new skill sets.

6.1.1

Rationale

Job roles affected
The project will impact the job roles of:


Mechanic’s Assistants (including Race Team General Hand), who perform a limited range of
tasks on competition vehicles in the motorsport industry



Motorsport Service/Pit Crew and Motorsport Vehicle Technicians, who perform a broad
range of tasks on competition vehicles in motorsports



Motorsport Pit Crew Coordinators, who perform team leader and supervisor roles in
motorsports



Motorsport Team Managers, who act as operational managers in motorsports



Cylinder Head Reconditioners, who perform a range of tasks on engine cylinder heads in the
mechanical sector



Driveline Servicepeople, who perform a limited range of tasks on driveline and transmission
systems in the mechanical sector



Engine Reconditioners, who recondition engines in the mechanical sector



Motor Mechanics (General) (including Automotive Automatic Transmission Drivetrain
Technicians; Automotive Manual Transmission Drivetrain Technicians), who perform a range of
tasks on a variety of drivetrain systems in the mechanical sector



Automotive Alternative Fuel Technicians, who install and repair alternative fuel systems
and associated systems in the mechanical sector



Automotive Performance Enhancement Master Technicians, who perform advanced
analysis and modification tasks to enhance vehicle performance in the mechanical sector



Automotive Electricians (including Automotive Electrical Master Technicians; Automotive
Electrical Workshop Managers/Service Managers; Automotive Electrical Workshop Technical
Service Advisors; Automotive Electrical Technicians), who service, diagnose and repair vehicle
electrical systems and components in the automotive electrical sector



Bicycle Mechanics (including Assistant Bicycle Mechanic; Bicycle Serviceperson; Bicycle
Assembler), who perform a range of routine assembly, servicing and mechanical tasks in the
bicycles sector.
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Drivers for change
Industry consultations supported the need to review motorsports, bicycles and light vehicle
motorsports, bicycles and light vehicle qualifications and UoCs to reflect:


Emerging technologies and the increasing commercialisation of elite level racing are
altering the roles of motorsport workers.
– Emerging technologies, including direct petrol injection engines, hybrid power and electric only
powertrains, are increasingly being utilised in motorsports. This has altered the skills and
knowledge required for the maintenance and control of such vehicles, and has seen an increased
demand for the job role.
– Increasing commercialisation of motorsports, largely stemming from increased sponsorships, is
affecting the job roles of individuals working in non-technician motorsport roles. For example,
industry suggests there is greater expectation for media and marketing officers to ensure
marketing materials strongly align to their sponsors’ brand image. Additionally, the ability to
seek and interpret regulatory information in this commercialised environment is increasingly
demanded.



The consolidation of businesses within the Automotive industry and the increasing
sophistication of vehicles are changing job roles in the light vehicle industry.
– Consolidation and centralisation of skills within the automotive industry is causing niche
qualifications such as the Certificate II in Cylinder Head Reconditioning and Certificate II in
Driveline System Technology to decline in relevance, as they no longer represent standalone
occupations.
– Increasingly complex electronic components within motor vehicles are supporting demand for
higher-level electrical qualifications.
– Overall, industry indicates that the knowledge required of a technician is increasing, pursuant to
increasing vehicle complexity.



Increased demand for electric bikes is altering the job roles and skills required of
workers in the bicycle industry.
– Increased demand for electric bicycles, as opposed to mechanical bicycles, has increased the
knowledge requirements of sales and repair job roles in the sector. In particular, knowledge of
electronic bicycle components has become more essential.
– As new technology becomes more common, industry suggests that legal requirements in the sale
and maintenance of electric bikes have become more pronounced. Notably, electric bike
retailers and mechanics need to be aware of the legal speed and power output obligations of
electrical bikes.
– Industry consultation has highlighted an increase in customer requests for a bicycle mechanic to
disassemble and pack a bicycle into a box to be transported for travel purposes. The task
involves sourcing, or constructing, a box or specialised bag that is suitable for the bike model
and the customer’s preferences for the degree of disassembly and reassembly required.

Current training products
Motorsports
Current training products include four cumulative qualifications in motorsport technology ranging in
targeted occupations from Race Team General Hands to Motorsport Team Managers. Industry has
indicated that, despite the comprehensive qualification pathway, the niche job market in motorsports
results in persistently low enrolments across all qualifications. Low enrolments, industry suggests,
may partly be due to a lack of clear differentiation between the qualifications, which in turn inhibits
further progression.
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Automotive reconditioning
Industry has noted that these qualifications largely meet industry needs. Current training products
consist of specialist Certificate IIs and IIIs in driveline and drivetrain technology, as well as cylinder
head reconditioning. Industry suggests, however, that these roles are decreasing in relevance, which
may account for declining enrolment numbers for each qualification (with the exception of the
AUR21516 Certificate II in Cylinder Head Reconditioning, for which enrolments are increasing). It also
includes the more generalised AUR31316 Certificate III in Automotive Engine Reconditioning, which
has limited relevance in industry.
Automotive alternative fuel technology
Current training products consist of a single Certificate III, which focuses largely on CNG, LNG and
LPG fuel systems. If no change is made, alternative fuels training products will still be accessible, but
primarily via the Certificate III. However, providing these skills through a more accessible pathway
like a skill set would likely make it easier to upskill into this area.
Automotive electrical technology
Current training products within the scope of this project consist of a single Certificate IV. With
electrical skills becoming increasingly important throughout the automotive industry, demand for this
qualification appears to be growing. However, industry feedback suggests that the packaging rules of
the qualification are not coherently organised, leading to reduced uptake from industry. For instance,
the mix of core and elective UoCs may not reflect current industry needs and priorities.
Bicycles
As there are only few RTOs that have the relevant qualifications on scope, enrolment numbers are low.
According to industry, the Training Package provides adequate technical skills and knowledge for
learners to enter the field. However, the subtle differences between bicycle makes and models means
that the mastery of the skills taught in qualifications ultimately requires significant practical exposure.
As a result, employers often look for prior experience when hiring employees. Additionally, despite
adequate coverage of skills required to work with mechanical bikes, industry indicates there is limited
exposure to the unique skills required to repair and service electric bikes (i.e., there is only one UoC).
Given the growth of electric bikes, the lack of relevant training products may hinder the employability
prospects of graduates, in turn affecting enrolment numbers. If these identified industry needs can be
addressed through the revision of training products, and therefore the hindrances to enrolments
removed, it is expected there will be an increase in use of these training products.
These training products were last updated in 2016. The timeline for this proposed project is to present
training products for AISC consideration in June 2020.
Demand for training product change
Motorsports
Vocational education in motorsports experiences consistently low enrolment numbers across the four
qualifications offered, despite industry reporting its notable economic impact through tourism and
sponsorships. Industry consultation has highlighted that duplication of training product content
across qualifications is hindering the progression of learners. For example, although the job roles
stemming from the AUR40316 Certificate IV in Motor Sport Technology (e.g., Motorsport Pit Crew
Coordinator) and AUR50316 Diploma of Motor Sport Technology (e.g., Motorsport Team Manager)
vary, the overlap in unit content across the qualifications means that industry does not recognise the
value in the Diploma. As such, industry indicates that there is little incentive for learners to progress
from the Certificate IV into the Diploma as many of the relevant skills are already provided in the
former. Accordingly, no RTO has had the Diploma on scope since 2013, meaning enrolment levels
have remained at zero. Therefore, it is recommended that the AUR50316 Diploma of Motor Sport
Technology be assessed for deletion and the AUR40316 Certificate IV in Motor Sport Technology be
updated for industry relevance.
Additionally, the growing commercialisation of the sport via sponsorships is opening up other avenues
for entry into the industry, including backgrounds in business related roles such as marketing.
Therefore, it is recommended that 19 UoCs in the motorsport stream be updated for industry
relevance.
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If these identified industry needs are addressed through the revision of training products, and
therefore the hindrances to enrolments removed, it is expected there will be an increase in use of these
training products.
Automotive reconditioning
Demand for automotive reconditioning roles is declining as heavy duty engine maintenance becomes
rarer. However, there is a still a small market for the AUR21516 Certificate II in Cylinder Head
Reconditioning and AUR31316 Certificate III in Automotive Engine Reconditioning, evidenced by
consistent enrolment numbers. Industry feedback also indicates that these qualifications largely meet
industry needs.
Industry feedback indicates that the AUR21616 Certificate II in Automotive Driveline System
Technology does not represent a standalone job role, just a specialised task. Further, industry
expressed concerns that learners completing this qualification will have limited career prospects due to
the limited scope of this qualification.
Industry feedback indicates the very few technicians focus solely on drivetrains, making the AUR31616
Certificate III in Automotive Drivetrain Technology a very niche qualification. Accordingly, industry
voiced support for the development of specialised skill sets for each of the elective streams within this
qualification, enabling broader accessibility of driveline skills.
Automotive alternative fuel technology
The AUR32016 Certificate III in Automotive Alternative Fuel Technology focuses largely on CNG, LNG
and LPG fuel systems. While used by a small amount of vehicles, their uptake is not growing. Industry
feedback indicates that it is very rare to have a technician who services only alternative fuel systems,
rather, these skills are relevant as part of a broader suite of skills possessed by a technician.
Accordingly, industry feedback indicates that isolating alternative fuels within a standalone
qualification is not an accurate reflection of job roles within the industry, and prevents learners from
taking up alternative fuels training products as part of a broader set of skills.
Automotive electrical technology
Industry feedback indicates that electrical components are becoming increasingly important across the
automotive industry and demand is growing for upskilling pathways into advanced electrical skills.
However, feedback has been consistent that the Certificate IV in Automotive Electrical Technology
contains relevant content but lacks a coherently organised elective bank, decreasing uptake of the
qualification. If this identified industry needs can be actioned through the revision of training products
and therefore the hindrances to enrolments removed, it is expected there will be an update in use of
these training products.
Bicycles
Industry feedback has highlighted that the skills required to service and repair electric power-assisted
bicycles are dissimilar to those of traditional bicycles. There is currently only one unit of competency
on this topic (AURBTR001 - Service Electric Power-Assisted Bicycles) and it contains information that
is both legally inaccurate (i.e., maximum power ratings) and does not cover the range of electric
power-assisted bicycle components which exist in the market today, specifically mid drive motors.
Accordingly it is proposed that three new UoCs focussed on the service and repair of electric
power-assisted bicycles are created to ensure training products service the needs of industry.
Additionally, many experienced mechanics are being asked to work on electric bicycles with which they
are not familiar. Therefore, a skillset in electric bicycle operations, comprising of the above mentioned
three UoCs, is proposed as an upskilling pathway.
Other advances in bicycle technology, namely tubeless tyres, carbon wheels and new suspension
systems, are altering the role of bicycle mechanics. Industry feedback suggests the current Training
Package does not adequately cover the skills required to work with these new technologies and the
implications of inadequate knowledge may be serious if bicycles are not repaired correctly. Therefore,
it is proposed that 19 UoCs, relevant to these technologies, are updated to meet industry needs.
Additionally, industry consultation has revealed that a common task undertaken by bicycle mechanics
is dismantling and packing an assembled bicycle into a box for the purpose of transporting it.
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Therefore, it is recommended that one new unit of competency for dismantling and packing a bicycle
into a box is created.

6.1.2 Ministers’ priorities
The Ministers’ priorities addressed by this project are as follows:


Obsolete and duplicate qualifications are removed from the system. Given the low
enrolments in certain Motorsport Technology qualifications, it is in the interest of the industry to
remove those qualifications.



More information about industry’s expectations of training delivery is available to
training providers to improve their delivery and to consumers to enable more
informed choices. Training Package components in this project will be written so they align
with industry expectations for training delivery, specifically around practical experience, and will
be released with an AUR Companion Volume that provides additional information.

6.1.3 Consultation plan
Contingent upon AISC approval of this project, consultation will be conducted with a variety of
stakeholders. PwC’s Skills for Australia will engage its broad base of industry contacts, including key
industry groups such as Bicycle Industry Australia, Institute of Automotive Mechanical Engineers, and
the Confederation of Australian Motorsport. Consultation will take the form of focus groups and one
on one consultations with key stakeholders. In addition, an industry survey will be developed and
shared with PwC’s Skills for Australia’s Automotive mailing list to maximise the number of industry
stakeholders who can contribute to the consultation process.

6.1.4 Scope of project
This project proposes to undertake the following:
Motorsports
 Review 3 qualification for amendment: AUR21016 Certificate II in Motor Sport Technology;
AUR30916 Certificate III in Motor Sport Technology; AUR40316 Certificate IV in Motor Sport
Technology


Review 1 qualification for deletion: AUR50316 Diploma of Motor Sport Technology



Review 19 UoCs for amendment

Light Vehicle qualifications
 Review 20 UoCs for amendment


Review 5 qualifications for amendment, as follows: AUR40416 Certificate IV in Automotive
Performance Enhancement; AUR40616 Certificate IV in Automotive Electrical Technology;
AUR32016 Certificate III in Automotive Alternative Fuel Technology; and AUR21616 Certificate II
in Automotive Driveline System Technology.



Review 1 qualification for deletion: AUR31616 Certificate III in Automotive Drivetrain Technology.



Develop 7 new skill sets, as follows: CNG Fuel Systems Skill Set; LPG Fuel Systems Skill Set; LNG
Fuel Systems Skill Set; Light Vehicle Automatic Driveline Technology Skill Set; Light Vehicle
Manual Driveline Technology Skill Set; Heavy Vehicle Automatic Driveline Technology Skill Set;
and Heavy Vehicle Manual Driveline Technology Skill Set

Bicycles
 Review 2 qualifications for amendment: AUR20316 Certificate II in Bicycle Mechanical
Technology; and AUR30216 Certificate III in Bicycle Workshop Operations


Review 18 UoCs for amendment
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Develop 4 new UoCs, as follows: Replace electric power-assisted bicycles battery; Diagnose and
repair electric power-assisted bicycles on-board computer systems; Diagnose and repair electric
power-assisted bicycles drive UoCs and Dismantling and packing a bike into a box



Develop one new skill set: Electric bicycle operations skill set.

6.2

Outdoor power

This project addresses demand for new and complex skills required from Mechanic’s Assistants and
Small Engine Mechanics due to advances in battery-powered equipment and robotics. The proposed
scope includes reviewing 2 qualifications and 17 UoCs for amendment and developing 2 new UoCs.

6.2.1 Rationale
Job roles affected
The project will impact the job roles of:


Mechanic’s Assistants (including Outdoor Power Equipment Servicepeople), who perform a
limited range of tasks in the outdoor power equipment sector



Small Engine Mechanics (including Outdoor Power Equipment Repair Technicians), who
perform a broad range of tasks in the outdoor power equipment sector.

Drivers for change
Industry consultations supported the need to review outdoor power qualifications and UoCs to reflect:


New technologies, such as battery-powered and autonomous outdoor power
equipment, are creating new and complex skill requirements in the sector.
– Industry feedback suggest that as battery-powered outdoor power equipment is quickly growing
in popularity, there is increased demand service and repair of these systems. These systems
operate on different principles to petrol equipment and therefore require different skills for
service and repair.
– With the increasing prevalence of battery-powered equipment, particularly lithium batteries,
technicians need the ability to troubleshoot the tool, or ‘skin’, as well and the battery and
charger.
– Increasing presence of autonomous outdoor power equipment, such as lawnmowers, mean that
technicians need the ability to deploy and service this equipment.

Current training products
Current training products consist of a Certificate II and III in Outdoor Power Equipment Technology.
Industry makes substantial use of the Certificate III, with 200-400 enrolments per year. The
Certificate II sees lower, but still substantial, uptake with 201 enrolments in 2017. Industry feedback
indicates both qualifications provide learners with a solid foundation of trade skills, but lacks training
products for newer technologies, such as robotics and ‘smart’ lithium ion batteries. Currently,
employers draw on non-accredited manufacturer training to supplement the skills provided by the
Certificate II and III.
These training products were last updated in 2016. The timeline for this proposed project it to present
training products for AISC consideration in June 2020.
Demand for training product change
Broad industry feedback indicates that the Certificate II and III in Outdoor Power provide learners
with a solid grounding in the foundation skills for the sector. However, the qualifications contain gaps
regarding newer technologies, such as working with lithium ion battery equipment and deploying and
servicing autonomous outdoor power equipment. As industry indicates that the skills required to
service and repair these new technologies are distinct from conventional petrol-powered equipment,
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and that the technologies are becoming more widespread, there is clear demand for this training
product gap to be addressed by the Training Package.

6.2.2 Ministers’ priorities
The Ministers’ priorities directly addressed by this project are as follows:


More information about industry’s expectations of training delivery is available to
training providers to improve their delivery and to consumers to enable more
informed choices. Training Package components in this project will be written so they align
with industry expectations for training delivery, specifically around practical experience, and will
be released with an AUR Companion Volume that provides additional implementation
information.



Additionally, improved efficiency of the training system through UoCs that can be
owned and used by multiple industry sectors was considered in the development of this
project but was unable to be addressed. The enhancements to this Training Package requires the
development of outdoor power equipment specific UoCs in order to meet industry needs. These
UoCs cannot be used across multiple sectors.

6.2.3 Consultation plan
Contingent upon AISC approval of this project, consultation will be conducted with a variety of
industry stakeholders. PwC’s Skills for Australia will engage its broad base of industry contacts,
including key industry groups such as the Outdoor Power Equipment Association, Husqvarna, Briggs
and Stratton, and Stihl. Consultation will take the form of focus groups and one-to-one consultations
with key stakeholders. In addition, an industry survey will be developed and shared with PwC’s Skills
for Australia’s Automotive mailing list to maximise the number of industry stakeholders who can
contribute to the consultation process.

6.2.4 Scope of project
This project proposes to:


Review 2 qualifications for amendment, as follows: AUR20816 Certificate II in Outdoor Power
Equipment Technology and AUR30716 Certificate III in Outdoor Power Equipment Technology



Review 17 UoCs for amendment



Develop 2 new UoCs, as follows: Diagnose and repair electronic faults in outdoor power
equipment and batteries; and Deploy and service autonomous outdoor power equipment

6.3

Sales and administration

This project responds to shifting consumer preferences that are changing the way Sales and Admin
Workers and Motor Vehicle or Caravan Salespeople sell automotive products. The proposed scope
includes reviewing 4 qualifications and 13 UoCs for amendment and reviewing 1 UoC for deletion.

6.3.1 Rationale
Job roles affected
The project will impact the job roles of:


Sales and Admin Workers (including Office Managers; Automotive Clerks; Automotive Service
Receptionists), who performs a broad range of administrative tasks in the sales, parts,
administration and management sector



Motor Vehicle or Caravan Salesperson (Bicycle Sales Assistant; Replacement Parts and
Accessories Salesperson; Aftermarket Salesperson; Vehicle Sales Assistant; Service Station
Salesperson; Outdoor Power Equipment Sales Assistant; Farm Machinery Salesperson; Motorcycle
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Salesperson), who perform sales-related tasks in the sales, parts, administration and management
sector.
Drivers for change
Industry consultations supported the need to review outdoor power qualifications and UoCs to reflect:


Shifting consumer preferences are changing how automotive products are sold.
– Industry suggests increasing access to information (i.e., through online mediums) is resulting in
consumers making more informed automotive purchases. Additionally, online sales of vehicles
and parts change the role of the salesperson. As a result, salespeople increasingly need better
interpersonal and relationship building skills in order to complete a sale.
– Increasingly digitised systems are changing how automotive businesses are administered. For
example, the use of apps and tablet technology when interacting with customers to identify
information and consumer preferences is growing across automotive organisations. There is,
therefore, a need to ensure that learners are obtaining the skills and knowledge required to
undertake these more digitised tasks.

Current training products
Sales
Current training products deliver basic sales knowledge, and provide learners with a basic
understanding of the automotive sales process. However, gaps in sales and communication skills,
interfacing with workplace technology, and knowledge of parts has hindered uptake by large
employers.
Administration
The current automotive administration training products deliver strong underpinning skills for most
basic aspects of running an automotive business. However, industry suggest that poor coverage of
workplace technology has hindered uptake and has resulted in poor industry perceptions of
automotive administration qualifications.
These training products were last updated in 2016. The timeline for this proposed project is to present
training products for AISC consideration in June 2020.
Demand for training product change
Sales
Industry feedback has highlighted gaps in training products for the use of technology which augments
the sales process, selling to diverse audiences and general interpersonal skills. Industry feedback
indicates that existing training products focus too heavily on automotive content and neglects sales
skills. Therefore, it is recommended that 13 UoCs are reviewed to include these skills, and review the
packaging rules of the Certificate II and III in Automotive Sales to align it to industry needs.
Administration
Industry feedback has highlighted that AUR30116 Certificate III in Automotive Administration lacks
content regarding basic business processes, particularly in a more digitised workplace, and includes
too many ‘soft skill’ customer UoCs. As such, it is recommended that the qualification is restructured
to import relevant UoCs and restructure the core/elective bank to align to industry needs.

6.3.2 Minister’s priorities
The Ministers’ priorities directly addressed by this project are as follows:


Improved efficiency of the training system through UoCs that can be owned and used
by multiple industry sectors. The project, as proposed, will likely require the development, or
importation, of UoCs relating to basic business processes and sales skills that are relevant across
multiple industry sectors.
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Foster greater recognition of skill sets. This project meets the high demand for skill sets
around basic business processes and sales in order to future-proof the existing workforce.

6.3.3 Consultation plan
Contingent upon AISC approval of this project, consultation will be conducted with a variety of
industry stakeholders. PwC’s Skills for Australia will engage its broad base of industry contacts,
including key industry groups such as the Australian Automotive Dealer Association, Motor Trades
Association of Australia and the Australian Automobile Association. Consultation will take the form of
focus groups and one-to-one consultations with key stakeholders. In addition, an industry survey will
be developed and shared with PwC’s Skills for Australia’s Automotive mailing list to maximise the
number of industry stakeholders who can contribute to the consultation process.

6.3.4 Scope of project
This project proposes to:


Review 4 qualifications for amendment, as follows: AUR21116 Certificate II in Automotive Sales;
AUR31016 Certificate III in Automotive Sales; AUR30116 Certificate III in Automotive
Administration; AUR20116 Certificate II in Automotive Administration



Review 14 UoCs for amendment.

6.4

Vehicle body repair

This project responds to evolving skills needs for Body Repair Technicians, Vehicle Body Builders,
Insurance Loss Assessor and Vehicle Trimmers due to changes in technology, such as advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS) and paintless dent repair (PDR). The proposed scope includes reviewing 4
qualifications and 32 UoCs for amendment and developing 2 new UoCs.

6.4.1 Rationale
Job roles affected
The project will impact the job roles of:


Body Repair Technicians (including Automotive Workshop Managers; Master Technicians
(Automotive)), who perform team leader or workplace manager roles in the vehicle body repair
sector



Vehicle Body Builder (including Panelbeater; Heavy Vehicle Body and Chassis Repair
Technician; and Vehicle Body Restoration Technician), who perform a broad range of tasks when
repairing and maintaining the body of cars, heavy vehicles and other vehicles in the automotive
vehicle body repair sector



Insurance Loss Assessor, who perform a range of high level evaluation and assessment
functions for vehicle loss assessment businesses



Vehicle Trimmers (including Marine Trimming Technicians; Vehicle Trimmers), who
manufacture, repair and maintain trim components for a range of motor vehicles, marine craft,
recreational and other vehicles in the Automotive industry.

Drivers for change
Industry consultations supported the need to review vehicle body repair qualifications and UoCs to
reflect:


Changing technologies, such as the emergence of advanced driver assistance systems
(ADAS), hybrid/electric vehicles, paintless dent repair (PDR) and composite
materials, are reshaping skills needs in the body repair sector.
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– Industry indicates that rapid developments are being made in PDR technology, and demand for
these skills in the industry is growing.
– Industry suggests that ADAS systems (including sensors and cameras) pose new challenges to
workers in the vehicle body repair sector, as they must be trained to safely work with this
equipment and ensure it is calibrated appropriately. Moreover, industry cautions that not doing
so can cause significant safety issues.
– As hybrid and electric vehicles become more common in Australia’s motor vehicle fleet, industry
suggests demand will increase for technicians equipped with the relevant skills to service and
repair them. For example, this includes the ability to safely depower hybrid and electric vehicles
before service and repair work can be undertaken.
Current training products
Current training products consist of a Certificate III and IV in Automotive Body Repair Technology,
Certificate IV in Vehicle Loss Assessing, and Certificate III in Automotive and Marine Trimming
Technology. Industry feedback indicates that the body repair qualifications contain most key trade
skills required by learners in the industry, but lack sufficient training products for ADAS systems and
PDR techniques. Industry feedback also indicates that the core of the Certificate III contains some
skills which are not relevant to a majority of learners in the trade.
These training products were last updated in 2016. The timeline for this proposed project it to present
training for AISC consideration in June 2020.
Demand for training product change
Industry feedback has indicated demand for additional training products for ADAS systems and PDR
techniques, as these skills are of growing importance in industry. Further, current training products
need to be updated for relevance to new technologies such as composite materials, and aspects of
electrical safety.

6.4.2 Minister’s priorities
The Ministers’ priorities directly addressed by this project are as follows:


More information about industry’s expectations of training delivery is available to
training providers to improve their delivery and to consumers to enable more
informed choices. Training Package components in this project will be written so they align
with industry expectations for training delivery, specifically around practical experience, and will
be released with an AUR Companion Volume that provides additional information.



Foster greater recognition of skill sets. Learners with a Certificate III qualification will have
the opportunity to complete skill sets in Hybrid/Electric Vehicles or Repair Estimating to upskill
and expand their roles.

Additionally, improved efficiency of the training system through UoCs that can be owned
and used by multiple industry sectors was examined in the formulation of this project but was
unable to be addressed. Although UoCs on the importance of meeting OEM requirements, basic
electrical knowledge and future-planning can be used across multiple qualifications, the technical
nature of the automotive industry means these UoCs cannot be used across multiple sectors.

6.4.3 Consultation plan
Contingent upon AISC approval of this project, consultation will be conducted with a variety of
industry stakeholders. PwC’s Skills for Australia will engage its broad base of industry contacts,
including key industry groups such as the IAG, I-CAR, and a variety of small independent providers.
Consultation will take the form of focus groups and one-to-one consultations with key stakeholders. In
addition, an industry survey will be developed and shared with PwC’s Skills for Australia’s Automotive
mailing list to maximise the number of stakeholders who can contribute to the consultation process.
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6.4.4 Scope of project
This project proposes to:


Review 4 qualifications for amendment, as follows: AUR32116 Certificate III in Automotive Body
Repair Technology; AUR40718 Certificate IV in Automotive Body Repair Technology; AUR40514
Certificate IV in Vehicle Loss Assessing; and AUR32316 Certificate III in Automotive and Marine
Trimming Technology



Review 32 UoCs for amendment



Develop 4 new UoCs for advanced paintless dent repair technology and ADAS systems, as follows:
Advanced paintless dent repair; Advanced paintless dent repair - glue pulling.
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IRC Sign off

7 IRC Sign off
The Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work was agreed to by:

Geoff Gwilym

Nigel Muller

Dale Henry

Mark
Czvitkovits

Ian Coops

Chair

Chair

Chair

Chair

Acting Chair

Automotive
Strategic IRC

Automotive Light
Vehicle IRC

Automotive
Heavy Vehicle
IRC

Automotive
Vehicle Body
Repair IRC

Automotive
Allied IRC
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Appendices

Administrative Information
About PwC’s Skills for Australia
PwC's Skills for Australia supports the Automotive IRCs. As a Skills Service Organisation (SSO), PwC's
Skills for Australia is responsible for working with industry and each of our IRCs to:


Research what skills are needed in our industries and businesses, both now and in the future, to
provide the right skills to match our job needs; helping us to stay at the forefront of global
competitiveness and support continued economic prosperity.



Identify and understand current and emerging trends in the global and domestic economy and
how they impact on Australia's skills needs.



Revise our vocational qualifications and training content to better match what people will learn
with the skills needs of our industries and businesses, giving our population the best possible
chance of developing work ready skills.

About the Industry Reference Committees
There are five IRCs representing the Automotive industry, as follows.
Table 1: Automotive Strategic IRC membership
Name

Organisation

Role

Geoff Gwilym

Motor Trades Association of Australia

Chair

Ian Curry

Australian Manufacturing Workers' Union

Deputy Chair

Deborah Joyce

Automotive Training Board New South Wales

Member

Greg Preston

Australia Association of Progressive Repairers

Member

Joe Giura

Commercial Vehicle Industry Association of Western Australia

Member

Leigh Obradovic

Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries

Member

Mark Harper

Utilities, Engineering, Electrical and Automotive Training Council (WA)

Member

Nigel Muller

Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce

Member

Paul Kulpa

Motor Traders’ Association Institute Queensland

Member

Peter Blanshard

Institute of Automotive Mechanical Engineering

Member

Todd Hacking

Heavy Vehicle Industry Australia

Member

TBA

TBA

Member
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Table 2:Automotive Light Vehicle IRC membership
Name

Organisation

Role

Nigel Muller

Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce

Chair

Fiona Murphy

KMART Tyre and Auto

Deputy Chair

Greg Preston

Australian Association of Progressive Repairers

Member

Ken Ringrose

Association of Australasian Diesel Specialists

Member

Lesley Yates

Australian Automotive Aftermarket Association

Member

Martin Sanchez

Lonsdale Street Auto Electrics Pty. Ltd.

Member

Matt Christie

Australian Manufacturing Workers' Union

Member

Paul Unerkov

Motor Trades Association of Australia

Member

Pearl Lim

Toyota Motor Corporation Australia

Member

Peter Blanshard

Institute of Automotive Mechanical Engineers

Member

Rick Parker

Hyundai Motor Company Australia Pty. Ltd.

Member

Rod Cumming

Australian Refrigeration Council

Member

Table 3: Automotive Heavy Vehicle IRC membership
Name

Organisation

Role

Dale Henry

Work Management Solutions

Chair

Phillip Hodges

Commercial Vehicle Industry Association of Australia

Deputy Chair

Wayne Allan

Department of Defence

Member

Chris Amos

Thiess

Member

David Mitchell

Institute of Automotive Mechanical Engineers

Member

Darryl Piper

Case New Holland Industrial

Member

Patrick Thornton

Kangan Institute TAFE

Member

Graham Lock

Fuel Distributors of Western Australia

Member

Gary Northover

Tractor and Machinery Association of Australia

Member

Gavin Manning

Komatsu

Member

Paul Woodland

Heavy Vehicle Industry Australia

Member

Bill Thanas

Australian Manufacturing Workers' Union

Member

Table 4: Automotive Vehicle Body Repair IRC membership
Name

Organisation

Role

Mark Czvitkovits

I-CAR Australia

Chair

Phil Nixon

Insurance Australia Group

Deputy Chair

Bob Jones

Australian Heavy Vehicle Repair Association

Member

Dylan Wight

Australian Manufacturing Workers' Union

Member

John Guest

Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce

Member

Michael Killen

Killen's Smash Repairs

Member

Norm Esmonde

Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce

Member

Steve Findlay

Toyota Motor Corporation Australia

Member

Stevie-Cheree Cassidy

Youi Insurance

Member

Trevor Parkes

Parkes Body Works

Member

Tricia Evans

Capital S.M.A.R.T. Repairs

Member
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Table 5: Automotive Allied IRC membership
Name

Organisation

Role

Gary Atherton

Bendigo Kangan Institute

Member

Ian Coops

Hunts Marine

Member

Ian Fleet

Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce

Member

Karl Fischer

Independent subject matter expert

Member

Nik Parker

Boating Industries Alliance Australia

Member

Paul Scagliotti

Institute of Automotive Mechanical Engineers

Member

Peter Bourke

Bicycle Industries Australia

Member

Phil Esterman

Outdoor Power Equipment Association

Member

Stephen Moir

Motor Trade Association

Member

TBA

Yamaha Motor Australia Pty Ltd

Member

TBA

TBA

Member

TBA

TBA

Member
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Automotive
Training Package profile
Table 6: Enrolments by qualification
Qualification
Automotive electrical
Certificate II in Automotive Electrical Technology
Certificate III in Automotive Electrical Technology
Certificate IV in Automotive Electrical Technology
Light vehicle mechanical
Certificate I in Automotive
Certificate II in Automotive Air Conditioning Technology
Certificate II in Automotive Servicing Technology
Certificate II in Automotive Mechanical
Certificate II in Motorsport Technology
Certificate II in Motor Sport Technology
Certificate II in Automotive Underbody Technology
Certificate II in Automotive Cooling System Technology
Certificate II in Automotive Cylinder Head Reconditioning
Certificate II in Automotive Exhaust System Technology
Certificate II in Automotive Steering and Suspension System Technology
Certificate II in Automotive Tyre Servicing Technology
Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology
Certificate III in Light Vehicle Mechanical Technology
Certificate III in Motorsport Technology
Certificate III in Motor Sport Technology
Certificate III in Automotive Engine Reconditioning
Certificate III in Automotive Drivetrain Technology
Certificate III in Automotive Alternative Fuel Technology
Certificate III in Automotive Underbody Technology
Certificate IV in Automotive Technology
Certificate IV in Motor Sport Technology
Certificate IV in Automotive Performance Enhancement
Passenger vehicle manufacturing
Certificate II in Automotive Manufacturing Production - Passenger Motor Vehicle
Heavy vehicle mechanical
Certificate III in Agricultural Mechanical Technology
Certificate III in Heavy Commercial Vehicle Mechanical Technology
Certificate III in Mobile Plant Technology
Certificate III in Automotive Diesel Fuel Technology
Certificate III in Automotive Diesel Engine Technology
Certificate III in Forklift Technology
Certificate III in Heavy Commercial Trailer Technology
Certificate III in Elevating Work Platform Technology
Heavy vehicle manufacturing
Certificate II in Automotive Manufacturing Production - Bus, Truck and Trailer
Certificate III in Automotive Manufacturing Technical Operations - Bus, Truck and Trailer
Vehicle body repairs
Certificate II in Automotive Body Repair Technology
Certificate III in Automotive Body Repair Technology
Certificate III in Automotive Glazing Technology
Certificate III in Automotive and Marine Trimming Technology
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Enrolments (2017)
425
2,995
40
2,220
4,250
5
20
655
365
60
770
25
20,665
20
35
55
5
50
240
5
35
40
825
5,930
3,310
25
180
50
65
25
25
460
480
2,305
425
105
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Certificate III in Automotive Refinishing Technology
Certificate IV in Vehicle Loss Assessing
Certificate IV in Automotive Body Repair Technology
Outdoor power equipment
Certificate II in Outdoor Power Equipment Technology
Certificate III in Outdoor Power Equipment Technology
Marine
Certificate II in Marine Mechanical Technology
Certificate III in Marine Mechanical Technology
Motorcycles
Certificate III in Motorcycle Mechanical Technology
Bicycles
Certificate II in Bicycle Mechanical Technology
Certificate III in Bicycle Workshop Operations
Sales, parts, administration & management
Certificate II in Automotive Sales
Certificate III in Automotive Administration
Certificate III in Automotive Sales
Certificate IV in Automotive Management
Diploma of Automotive Management
Cross sector
Certificate I in Automotive Vocational Preparation
Certificate II in Automotive Vocational Preparation
Certificate IV in Automotive Mechanical Diagnosis
Certificate IV in Automotive Mechanical Overhauling
Diploma of Automotive Technology
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2,080
70
10
205
380
25
510
875
45
90
15
35
2,430
35
250
1,525
11,230
1,545
225
790
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Stakeholder
consultations
As summarised in Section 4, the consultation approach to developing this proposed schedule of work
included individual consultations, group consultations, a public survey and written submissions. The
stakeholders who were consulted during the development of the projects are detailed in Table 7 below.
Additionally, a draft version of this report was provided to all state and territory training authorities
(STAs) and feedback was received and incorporated from STAs in the Northern Territory, New South
Wales, Victoria and Queensland.
Although not explicitly called out as stakeholders consulted in the table below, this document and
proposed project details has also relied on subject matter expertise gained from structured interviews,
discussion in meetings and feedback on drafts of this document from members of the Automotive
IRCs. These IRC members are from across jurisdictions and stakeholder types.
During our consultation process, attempts were made to cover all jurisdictions and stakeholder types.
However, stakeholders were more readily available in regions where this training is currently delivered
and where there is high or significant employment in the relevant sector. Comparative size of the
relevant sector is also a factor in the availability of stakeholders (especially in the smaller sectors of
outdoor power, reconditioning and bicycles).
It is acknowledged that additional consultation covering all jurisdictions will be conducted in future
project work to continue to refine stakeholder opinions and to determine specific changes required to
training products.
Table 7: List of stakeholders consulted during the development of the projects proposed
for 2019-20
Project

Organisation

State

Stakeholder type

Consultation
method

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Bicycles)

Bike addiction

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Bicycles)

Giant Bikes Sydney

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Bicycles)

Good Cycles

VIC

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Bicycles)

Manly Cycles

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Bicycles)

Ride in Workshop

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Bicycles)

Trek Brisbane

QLD

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Bicycles)

Trek Brisbane

QLD

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Bicycles)

Vault Cycle Services

WA

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Bicycles)

Woodseys Wheels

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Bicycles)

TLA Entertainment

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Bicycles)

TAFE QLD

QLD

RTO

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Light vehicle)

Allautos Advanced Tuning

QLD

Industry

Survey
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Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Light vehicle)

Anthonys Car & Head Centre

NSW

Industry

Survey

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Light vehicle)

Genie Exhaust

WA

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Light vehicle)

Peter Wilkinson

WA

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Light vehicle)

AAPR

NSW

Industry Association

Survey

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Light vehicle)

Various RTOs
(15 stakeholders)

NSW, QLD, VIC

RTO

Survey, Focus
group

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Motorsports)

Holden Motorsports

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Motorsports)

MTA QLD

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Motorsports)

RA Motorsports

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Motorsports)

Various RTOs
(9 stakeholders)

NSW, QLD, VIC

RTO

Survey, Focus
group, One-toone

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Motorsports)

Confederation of Australian
Motorsports

VIC

Industry Association

One-to-one

Assessment of underutilised
qualifications (Motorsports)

Confederation of Australian
Motorsports

VIC

Industry Association

One-to-one

Outdoor power

Husqvarna Group

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Outdoor power

Husqvarna Group

NSW

Industry

Focus group

Outdoor power

Husqvarna Group

NSW

Industry

Focus group

Outdoor power

Various RTOs
(2 stakeholders)

NSW, QLD

RTO

One-to-one,
Survey

Sales and administration

Hyundai

NSW

Industry

Focus group

Sales and administration

Hyundai

NSW

Industry

Focus group

Sales and administration

Hyundai

NSW

Industry

Focus group

Sales and administration

Hyundai

NSW

Industry

Focus group

Sales and administration

Komatsu

NSW

Industry

Survey

Sales and administration

Easyauto123

WA

Industry Association

One-to-one

Sales and administration

Farm Machinery & Industry
Association of WA (Inc) FMIA

WA

Industry Association

Survey

Sales and administration

Various RTOs
(11 stakeholders)

NSW, QLD, VIC

RTO

Survey, Focus
group

Vehicle body repair

Car Craft

WA

Industry

One-to-one

Vehicle body repair

IAG

NSW

Industry

Survey

Vehicle body repair

PDR President

QLD

Industry

One-to-one

Vehicle body repair

Silverwater Smash Repairs

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Vehicle body repair

Smashtec

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Vehicle body repair

SRS Auto

QLD

Industry

One-to-one

Vehicle body repair

AAPR

NSW

Industry Association

Survey

Vehicle body repair

Various RTOs
(6 stakeholders)

NSW, QLD, VIC

RTO

Survey, Focus
group
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